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0. Introduction 
0.1. A group G is termed a duality group of dimension  if there is a “dualizing 
module” C and a “fundamental class” e E H,(G; C’) such that the cap product with 
e induces isomorphisms 
(e n -) : Hk(G; A) a H,_k(G; c @A) 
for all k and all G-modules A. Duality groups have been investigated in [3]. It was 
shown, in particular, that for groups of type (FP) very simple conditions are suffi- 
cient for duality: If G is a group of type (FP), then Hk(G; ZG) = 0 for k # n and 
H”(G; ZG) torsion-free imply that G is a duality group. Recall that a group G is said 
to be of type (FP) if the trivial G-module Z admits a finite G-projective resolution. 
0.2. Such simple conditions seem not to be available in general, and we do not know 
whether type (FP) is necessary for duality.’ In order to prove the extension theorems 
of [3, Section 31, we were forced to use a more complicated criterion, namely: The 
following conditions are (necessary and) sufficient for a group G to be a duality 
group of dimension : 
(a) G has finite cohomology dimension. 
(b) Hk(G; F) = 0 for k # n and all free G-modules F. 
(c) Hn(G; ZG) = C is torsion-free. 
(d) There is an element e E H,(G; c) such that (e n 0) induces an isomorphism 
H”(G; F) 2 C’eG F for all free G-modules F. 
The aim of this paper is to substitute the unpleasant condition (d) by a condition 
(d’) (cf. 0.4) which is easier to deal with. This will lead to new results on duality 
groups. In particular we get a new proof of the finite-index extension theorem (cf. 
[3, Theorem 3.31) which is not only considerably simpler than the original one but 
’ See the note added in proof at the end of this paper. 
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also applie:s for duality groups over an arbitrary ring R. Further applications con- 
cerning free products with amalgamations and HNN-groups will appear in separate 
papers [2, 51. 
0.3. In order to study the above condition (d) one does not have to assume full dua- 
lity for G but only finite cohomology dimension. The main part of this paper wm 
therefore deal with a more general situation: we shall consider groups G of fm’te 
cohomology dimension over a commutative ring R and investigate their top-dimen- 
sional (co)ihomology groups Hn(G; A) and H,(G; B) with RG-module coefficients 
A and B. Im Section 1 we define natural homomorphisms 
q*: C@RGil +Hn(G;A), 
(0.3.1) 
J/,: H,JG; B) + HomRGCC, B) , 
C denoting the RG-module Hn(G; RG). If A is finitely presented, then q* is an iso- 
morphism, and J/, is always monomorphic. When G is a normal subgroup of a group 
G and A and B are RG-modules, then the homomorphisms (0.3.1) are compatible 
with the diagonal G-action. 
0.4. Relations with the cap product are investigated in Section 2. Our main result 
here is that q, is an isomorphism for all RG-modules A if and only if there is an ele- 
ment e E lir,(G; C’) such that (e n -) induces isomorphisms Hn(G; A) s b CbRC; A 
for all A. Moreover, the condition 
(d’) 9,:: CaRC F - HnjG; F) is epimorphic for all free RG-modules F, 
is sufficient for q, to be an isomorphism for all RG-modules A; and if q, is an isomor- 
phism for all A, so is $J* for all B. 
For completeness we have included the following interesting result of R. Strebel, 
and I would like to thank Ralph for his permission to do so: IJ* is an isomorphism 
for all A if and only if G is of type (FP-n) (i.e.,.there is a G-projective resolution 
P * 2 which is finitely generated in the top dimension ). Notice that this, together 
wi,th our main result, implies that all duality groups are of type (FP-n). 
0.5. In Sections 3 and 4 the homomorphisms (0.3.1) are investigated with respect o 
subgroups, particularly subgroups of finite index, in G. We show that, with respect 
to (0.3.1). the restriction and transfer homomorphisms in the (co)homology of G 
correspond to transfer and restriction respectively in the tensor product and the 
Horn functor. This provides, in particular, a complete description of restriction and 
transfer homomorphisms in the top-dimensional (co)homology if S is of type (FP-n) 
0.6. The results of the preceding sections are applied in Section 5, where duality 
groups over R are investigated. Various arguments of [3] do not apply over R, but 
the results can be established using the techniques above, such as e.g. the finite-index 
extension theorem: 
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Let C be a group w+hout R-torsion and S a subgroup of finite index in G. If S is 
a duality group of dimension n over R, so is G. 
The following result seems to be new even in the case R = 2: 
Let G be a duality group of dimension n over R and C its dualizing module. Then 
there is a natural isomorphism H,(G; B) 2 Horn,&‘, B) for each RG-module B. In 
particular one has Horn&C, c) z R which, for R = Z, implies that Cis not decom- 
posable in to a direct sum of non trivial G-modules. 
It is a special pleasure for me to thank Professor B. Eckmann both for suggesting 
the investigation of duality groups and for a large number of encouraging and help 
ful conversations. 
1. The homomorphisms q* and 9, 
1.1. Throughout his paper, R will denote a nontrivial commutative ring with a 
multiplicative unit element 1 E R. L>t G be a group. Recall that for a left RG-mod- 
ule M, its dual M* is the right RG-module defined as M* = Horn&l& RG) with 
the right G-structure induced by right multiplication in the group ring RG. Let 
9 ++ R be a left RG-projective resolution of the trivial RG-module R and define 
(1.1.1) k h”(G;A)=H (3’*aRc A) h,(G; B) = Hk(HOlll@*, B)) 
for every left RG-module A and right RG-module B. Note that the groups (1.1.1) 
do not depend on the resolution 9, i.e., if 0 + R is a second RG-projective resolu- 
tion, there are canonical natural isomorphisms between the groups (1.1.1) and 
those defined via Q. (These isomorphisms are induced by the - unique up to chain 
homotopy - homomorphism 9 +Q lifting the identity of R.) Clearly hk(G; -) and 
hk(G; -) are functors from the category of RG-modules into the category of 
R-modules. 
1.2. For any left RG-module M one has natural homomorphisms 
(1.2.1) 9: M” @RC; A + HomRC(M, A), $i: B3RG M+ HomRG(M*, B) , 
defined as 
s(f @ a)(m) =f(m)ap 9(b @ m)(f) = bf(m) 3 
mEM, fEM*, aEA, bEB. 
Since these are natural in M, one can deduce homomorphisms of complexes 
$3: 9*@RG A + Hom,,(lP, A), $: B@RC; 9+ Horn,@‘*, R) , 
hence of their homology groups. Thus using the definitions 
Hk(G; A)= Ex$&(R, A), Hk(G; B) = To$~(R, R) 
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for the (co)homology groups of G with RG-module coefficients we get 
morphisms 
(1.2.2) q: hk(G; A) + Hk(G; A), $*: Hk(G; B) + hk(G; B) 
natural homo- 
for all integers k. Again, the homomorphisms (1.2.2) do not depend on the resolu- 
tion P. 
1.2.3. Remark. If M is a finitely generated projective module, then (1.2.1) are iso- 
morphisms (cf. [8, ch. VI). Thus it follows that the homomorphisms (1.2.2) are iso- 
morphisms if R admits an RG-projective resolution which is finitely generated in 
each dimension; this applies, in particular, for every finite group G. Thus we may 
look at the groups (1.1 .l) roughly speaking as “approximations” of the cohomology 
groups of G. Notice, however, that for all groups G the functors hk(G; -) commute 
with direct and hk(G; -) with exact inverse limits, while Hk(G; -) commutes with 
exact inverse and Hk(G; -) with direct limits. 
1.3. Recall that a group G is said to be of cohomology dimension n over R (in short 
cd, G = n) if the functor Hn+l(G; -) vanishes on the category of RC-modules, but 
there is an RG-module A with Hn(G; A) # 0. In this case every RG-projective reso- 
lution ltb + R is @it exact in each dimension > n; therefore 
#“(SOLO RC A) s H”(~*)s~~ A, H#-kq&*, B)) s Hom&“(a*),B), 
i-e. by defirkition (1 .l .l) one has natural isomorphisms 
(1.3.1) hn(G; A) s Hnl(G; RG) 8RC A, h,(G; B) s Hom&H”(a RG), B) 
for every left RG-module A and right RG-module B. Combining this with (1.2.2) 
we get natural homomorphisms 
(1.3.2) q,: H”(G;RG)e,, A -, Hn(G;A), &:H,(G;B)+ HomR,(H”(G; RG),B). 
If we wish to emphasize the coefficient modules, we write qt for q, and $f for J/,* 
We shall see later (cf. Section 2.6) that there is a large class of groups G with the 
property that the homomorphisms (1.3.2) are isomorphisms for all RG-modules A 
and B. 
1.4. Here we deduce some easy properties of the homomorphisms 9, and J/, for an 
arbitrary group G of finite cohomology dimension over R. 
1.4.1. Proposition (Watts [lo]). Let G be a group with cd, G < n and C = Hn(G; RG). 
If A is a finitely generated (left) RG-module, then q$ C@ RG A -+ Hn(G; A ) is epi- 
morphic; if A is finitely presented then cpf is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let K ++ F++A be a ,presentation f A with F a finitely generated free module 
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over RG. Naturality of 9, yields a commutative diagram with exact rows 
'@RG K-CC3 RG F-Cca RG A-0 
(1.4.2) ‘pf 
I 
A 
p* 
, I 
Hn(G; K) - mG E) -Hn(G;A) -0. 
Since 4’ is the identity map of Cand H’r(G; -) commutes with finite direct sums, 
,pc is an isomorphism. Thus ‘pt is epirnorphic. If A is finitely presented, then K is 
finitely generated, hence s: is an epimorphism as well. This implies by the five 
lemma that ‘pt is an isomorphism. 0
1.4.3. Proposition. Let G be a group with cd, G < n and C = Hn(G; RG). Then 
\L*: Hn(G;B) --) HomRG( C, B) is a monomorphism for all right RG-modules B. 
This assertion is an easy consequence of the following lemma, which we have 
used (and proved) already in [ 3, Lemma 4.11. 
1.4.4. Lemma. If M is a projective RG-module, then $: B QPRG M + HomRG(MX, B) 
of (1.2.1) is a monomorphism for every (right) RG-module B. 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.4.3 one has the following state- 
ment concerning the homology dimension hd,G of a group G over R. Recall that 
hdRG = n if the functor Hn+l(G; -) vanishes on the category of RG-modules, but 
there is an RG-module B with H,(G; B) # 0. 
1.4.5. Corollary. For any group G, cdR G < n together with Hn(G; RG)= 0 imply 
hdRG<n - 1. 
1.5. Let G be an arbitrary group. In this subsection we assume G to be a normal sub- 
group in a group G and study the action of G on the (co)homology of G with RG- _ 
module coefficients. 
Let A be a left R&module, B a right RG-module and take a left RG-projective 
resolution ? -nR. The action of an element x E G on a cochain f E HomRG(?? A) 
and a chain b B p E B@RG 3) is given by 
(x l f)(q)=xf(x-lq) for all 4 f 3, 
(1.51) 
(bap)*x=bx@x-‘p. 
- 
G-action on p*@ KG A and HomRC(3*, B) (P* = HOInRG(!?$ RG)) is available 
as well: First consider RG as a left RG-module by conjugation, use (1.5 .l) to define 
a left G-structure on 9” and then convert this into a right G-structure by 
fx=x-lf, fE9*, XEC 
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(note that for elements x E G in particular, this right action on 9” coincides with 
the right action induced by right multiplication in RG). Second, use diagonal action 
on - BRG - and HomRG(-, -), i.e., for x E c put 
~‘0 (f 8 a) =fx-l Bxa, f E P*, a EA, 
(1.5.2) 
(F= x)(f) = F(fx-‘)x, FEHoq#*,B),fE~*. 
It is clear that (1 S. 1) and (1.5.2) define G-action on the groups Hk(G; A), Hk(G ; B) 
and hk(G; A), hk(G; B), respectively. With respect o this action we prove: 
1.5.3. Proposition. If G is a normal subgroup of a group c and A and B are RC-mod- 
ules, then the maps 9, and \I, of 1.2.2 are Rc-module homomorphisms. 
ProofLetxEG,fE’9*andaEA. ThenonehasforeverypEp, 
(P(xdfs a)) (P) = v(fx-’ @ xa) (P) = (fx-9 (p)xa = (xf) (p)xa 
= xf(x-lp)x-lxa = xf(x-lp)a = [xs(f @ all (P) l 
Asto$*,letpEp,xEGandbEB. ThenonehasforeveryfEy*, 
Nib @ p)x)(f) = 3/(b x a x-‘p) (f) = bxf(x-‘p) = bxf (x-‘p)x-‘x 
= b(xf) (p)x = b(fx-9 (p)x = 31(b @ P) (fx-9x 
= ha@ P)Xl (f) l 
whence the proposition. Cl 
If, in addition, G has cohomology dimension < n, then the isomorphisms (1.3.1) 
are compatible with the c-action. Thus we have: 
1.54. Corollary. Let G be a group with cohomologv dimension cdRG < n which is a 
normal subgroup of a group c, and let A and B be Rc-modules. Then the mups q, 
and $, of (1.3.2) are Rc-module homomorphisms. 
1.5.5. Remark. Proposition 1 S.3 and Corollary 1 S.4 are actually special cases of the 
fact that the .homomorphisms (1.2.2) and (1.3.2) are “natural in the group variable”. 
2. Relations with the cap-product 
2.1. Throughout Section 2, G will denote a group with cohomology dimension 
cdRG < n and C the right RG-module Hn(G; RG) with G-action induced by right 
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multiplication in RG. By (1.3.2) one then has natural homomorphisms 
Q, = Q; : CB~~ A +H”(G; A), 
(2.1.1) 
B $, = J/, : H,(G; B) + HomRG(C B) 
for all left RG-modules A and right RG-modules B. Homomorphisms in the opposite 
direction are available as well, namely the cap-product maps 
(2.1.2) 
(e n -) = (e n -)A : Hn(G; A) + Ctt~~ A, 
(e 6-) = (e f’b -)B : Horn&C, B) + H (G* B) 9 n’ ’ 
e is an arbitrary element of H,(G; c), (e n -)A the cap product with e, 
Hk(G; A) + Hn_k(G; CEO, A) for k = n. (e 4 -)B is the cap product with e for k = 0 
and A = HomR(C, B) (diagonal G-action), followed by the homomorphism 
Hn(G; C@, HomR(C, B)) + Hn(G; B), the latter being induced by the evaluation 
map. 
In the present section we study relations between the cap product maps (2.1.2) 
and the homomorphisms (2.1.1). 
2.2. Since cdRG < n, an RG-projective resolution of length n, 
(2.2.1) 
a O+P -P n n-l + . . . -+PpR, 
is available, and throughout his section, 3, Pn and i3 will always refer to (2.2.1). 
Recall that for an element e E H,(G; C) = ker(CB RG a) the cap product 
(e n-) : Hn(G;A)+CeRG A isgiven by 
(2.2.2) e fl n(f) = We,, f)(e), fe HomRc(Pn, A) 9 
where n denotes the canonical epimorphism HomRG(Pn, A) + Hn(G; A). t\lso, 
(e O -) : Horn&C, B) + Hn(G; B), and 
(2.2.3) e 0 h = HJG; h)(e), h E HomRG(C, B) . 
Indeed, let 
e=ZCi &pi, CiEC, piEP n . 
Then the cap product with h E HomRC(C, B) = H”(G; Horn& B)) yields 
Oh= ’ (Ci Bh) api E (Ca, HomR(C, B))aRc Pn 3 
whence  0 h = C h(Ci)e pi as asserted. Note furhter that (2.2.2) implies, in particular 
forA=RGandf=yEP,*,that 
en?= ’ ‘i @ r@i) = “iT(Pi) = II( cci ’ Pi) (7) = ti(e) (7) ’ 
Thus for every element c E C, 
enc= @O(c), 
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hence 
(2.2.4) 
2.3. In this subsection we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the composite 
maps (e n -)A 0 ~p$ and $8 0 (e 0 -)B to be the identity maps of CBRG A and 
I-Iom&C, B), respectively. 
2.3.1. Proposition. For an arbitrary element e E H,(G; C’) the following three condi- 
tions are equivalent : 
(i) B;(e) = Idc (= identity of C’J; 
(ii) 9 * * (6? fi -)B = IdHomRG (c, 3) for t?VW” R&nodule B; 
(iii) (e n -)A * ‘p? = IdCeRG A for every RG-module A. 
Roof. (ii) * (i). (ii) implies in particular for B = C and Id, E HomRG(C B), that 
$F(e fb IQ = Id, ; 
but e 6 Id, = e by (2.2.3), whence (i). 
(iii) * (i). Obviously 9, RG = Idc; therefore (iii) with A = RG implies 
(e n -)RG = Id,, 
whence (i) by (2.2.4). 
(i) * (ii). I&t fE HOmRG(C B). Naturality of (e 0 -) and 9, gives rise to the com- 
mutative diagram 
c C 
HcmRG(~ c) “*-) +H,(G; C) ‘* l kkmRc(c’ C) 
I HOmRG(C,f) 
The result follows by considering Id, E &m&C C), since condition (i) tells that 
the composite homomorphism in the top row maps Id, onto Id,. 
(i) * (iii). F or an arbitrary element a E A let Q! : RG +A denote the homomor- 
phism given by cu( 1) = a. Naturality of ‘up, and (e n -) gives rise to the commutative 
diagram 
IpRG=ldC 
c------, 
(en -)RG 
Hn(G; RG) - C 
I Hn(G; CY) I I C@RGa 
C@RG A-Hn(G;A)-cs A A. 
VP* (en+ RG 
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The result follows since condition (i) tells that (e n -)RG = &) is the identity map 
OfC. 0 
2.3.4. Corollary. The homomorphism $f : Hn(G; B) + Horn&C, B) iS an iSOmOr- 
phism for all right RG-modules B if (and only if) J/,” : H,,(G; c) + Horn&c, c) is 
an isomorphism. 
Proof. If Id, E J/,c&(G; C)), then there is an element e EH,(G; C) saitsfying of 
Proposition 2.1 (i) hence (ii). This implies that $f is epimorphic for every RG-mod- 
ule B. But $* is always a monomorphism by Proposition 1.4.3, whence the corol1ary.U 
2.4. Our next result contains a necessary and sufficient condition for the composite 
map q;$o (e n -)A to be the identity of Hn(G; A). For every left RG-module M let 
n denote the canonical epimorphism HOmRG(& M) ++ Hn(G; M). 
2.4.1. Proposition. For an arbitrary element e E CaRG P,.,, the following two condi- 
tions are equivalent : 
(iv) q? (e) = n(Idpn); 
(v) e fE ker(C RG a) =N,(G; C), and one has ‘pt O (e n -)A = IdHn(,.A) for * 
every RG-module A. 
Moreover (iv) or (v) implies (i), (ii) and (iii) of Roposition 2 3.1. 
Proof. We first show that (iv) implies (v). Note that the arguments leading to (2.2.2) 
and (2.2.4) have nothing to do with e E ker(CsRG Pn + C@RG Pn_l); thus one has 
for every y EPn*, 
(CR,, Y)(e) =e n Y= $(e)(T) 9 
Note furhtermore that naturality of 9, yields a commutative diagram 
CB P C@RGf+C~RGA RG n 
(2.4.2) Vp 
I 
for all RG-modules A and f E HomRc(Pn, A). It thus follows in particular for 
A = RG that 
$(e)(y)=H”(G;y)($(e)) forall yEP,*,andeECeRGP,. 
Therefore (iv) implies 
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hence J/(e) = n. Naturally of $ yields the commutative diagram 
C@ P RG n 
a* 
l ‘@RG ‘n-1 
(2.4.3) JI I 
Thus a** $(e) = a**(n) = 0 implies $3,(e) = 0. But $ is a monomorphism by 
Iemma I .4.4, whence a,(e) = 0, i.e., e E ker(C@ RG a). 
For any fE HomRc(Pn, A), we now have 
(P;ce n n(f) = cp;$ ((C@ RG f)(e)) by (2=2*2) 
=H”(C; f) tpf;l (e)) by (2.4.2) 
= HWf )(nOdp )) n bY (iv) 
whence (v). 
The remainder of the Proposition is immediate. Indeed, (v) with A = Pn implies 
R(Idp 
n 
) = Ip? (e n Idpn) = q?(e) , 
whence (iv). Moreover, (v) with A = RG implies 
Id, = ,pfG * (e n -)RG = (e n -)RG = JIF(e) 
by (2.2.4), whence (i). q 
2.5. Here we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an ele- 
ment e E CaRG P n satisfying condition (iv) of Proposition 2.4.1. For this we con- 
sider the commutative diagram 
‘k1@ RG ‘n - P*e P -ca n RG n P-O RG n 
I 1 
Q 
I 
Pn 
Q* 
HomRG(p,-,~ ‘,> 7 HomRG(pnp ‘n) -H”(G, P n )-0. 
(2.51) 
with exact rows. If Pn is finitely generated over RG, then 9 is an isomorphism, hence 
there is an element e E Ca RG Pn with p?(e) = n(Idp,). The interesting point is that 
the converse of this statement holds; this has been proved by Ralph Strebel. 
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2.5.2. hogosition (R. Strebel). There is an element e E C@RC Pn satisfying 
(iv) p,“(e) = WPJ 
Proof, First we notice that, without loss of generality, we may assume that the pro- 
jective module Pn in the given resolution is even RG-free. Now, by (iv), there are 
homomorphisms aE HomRG(P,_l, P,) and A E Im cp E HomRG(Pn, P,> with 
(2.5.3) Idp, = X + u 0 a . 
X is given by 
A(x)=IP(Cfi @p>(x)=c f;:(x)Pi 
for all x E Pn, withfi E P,* and pi E Pn. Notice that one may choose the pi’s to be 
free generators of Pn; hence the image of X li;s in a finitely generated irect summand 
PA OfP,. 
Let Pi be a complement of PA in Pn: 
Then by (2.5.3) the composite map 
a 
Pi+-+P -P 
n n-l 
Apn-p” 
n 
is the identity of Pi, hence a induces an isomorphism of Pi onto a direct summand 
Ofpn-,; 
P n_I SP;_l @ Pi. 
It follows that 
is an RG-projective resolution with PA finitely generated. Cl 
2.6. Here we summarize the main results of the present section. Recall that a group G 
is termed of type (FP-n) over R (cf. [3, Section 4.11) dimwio~l ~4,~ G = II, md 
RG-projective resolution 9 *R with PrI finitely generated. 
2.7.1. Theorem. Let G be a group with finite cohomology dimension cd, G = n, and 
let G be the right RG-module Hn(G; RG). Then the following conditions are equiv- 
akrit:’ 
(i) there is an element e E Hn(G; C) such that the cap product with e yields an 
isomorphism 
(e n -)F : H”(G; F) +++ C@RG F 
for every RG-free module F; 
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(ii) there is an element e E H,(G; C) such that the cap product with e yields iso- 
morphisms 
(e n -)A : Hn(G; A) ++ CaRC A 
for all RG-modules A; 
(iii) the homomorphism 
qF. * ’ “RC F--n Hn(G; F) 
is epimorphic for every RG-free module F, 
(iv) the homomorphisms 
4 : C8RC A * Hn(G; A) 
are isomorphisms for all RG-modules A; 
(v) G is of type (FP-n) over R. 
Moreover, conditions (i)-(v) imply : 
(vi) the homomorphisms 
J/t : H,(G; B) - HOUIRG(c, B) 
are isomorphisms for all RG-modules B. (9 :)-I is given by the n-product with an 
element e E H,(G; C). 
Proof. The implications (ii) * (i) and (iv) * (iii) are trivial. (i) implies (ii) by [3, Prop 
osition 2.21 (the proof applies over R). 
(ii) * (iv). (ii) implies that, in particular, 
~1= (e n _)RG = J/:(e) E Hom&C C) 
is an isomorphism. Let e’ = H,(G; w’)(e). Naturally of Jl, yields a commutative 
diagram 
H&G; C) ‘* + HomR,(C. C) 
(2.6.2) w,(G;ol-‘1 
I I 
HomRG(c, 01-l) 
H,JG; c) IC, * 
HOmRG(c c) 
hence one has 
@e’)= $F(Hn(G; o-‘)(e)) = HomRG(C o!-‘)($F(e))= HomR,.$, o-‘)(o)= IdC . 
It follows by Proposition 2.3.1 (iii) that qt is the inverse isomorphism of (e’ n -)A. 
(iii) q(v). Sincsevery projective module is a direct summand in a free module, 
(iii) implies that qp*” is an epimorphism. In particular there is an element e E C@RG 4, 
with q?(e) = n(Idp,). By Proposition 2.5.2 this implies that G is of type (FP-n) . 
(v) * (ii), (vi). If Prl is finitely generated, then, by Proposition 2.5.2, there is an 
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element e E Co R(; Pn with VP(&) = n(Idp,). Thus, by Proposition 2.4.1, 
~p;f 0 (e n -)A = Id 
Hn(G; A)’ 
(ef-+%pf= Id@zRGA 9 
whence (ii). (vi) follows by Proposition 2.3.1 (ii). El 
2.6.3. Remark. Notice that the proof of Theorem 2.5 contains the following fact: 
Using the notation above, let G be a group satisfying condition (iv) and let 
e EH,(G; C). Then 
(e n -) : Hn(G; A) + CaRG A 
is an isomorphism for all RG-modules A if and only if $,(e) : C + C is an RG-auto- 
morphism; and (e n -) is the inverse of 9, if and only if Jl,(e) is the identity of C 
2.7. As an application we prove the following extension theorem. 
2.7.1. Theorem. Let N * G + Q be a short exact sequence of groups. If N is of type 
(FP-n) and Q of type (FP-n) over R, then G is of type (FP-n + m) over R, provided 
cd,G = cd,N + cdRQ. 
Proof. According to the equivalent conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 2.6.1 there are 
several ways to prove this. We prefer the following “resolution-free” proof; it is based ’
essentially on the arguments of [3, Theorem 3.51, but one has to look more carefully 
for a “fundamental class” for G. For the right modules Nn(N; RN), Hm(Q; RQ) and 
Hn+m(G* RG) we use the notation CN, CQ and C, respectively. The spectral sequence 
argumen; then yields an RG-isomorphism CZ Ce @R CN (diagonal action on the 
right-hand side) and, of course, cdRG < n + m. 
Now, by Theorem 2.6.1 (vi), one has .RG-isoInorphisms 
‘b, : H,W; cN> = HOmRN(CN, cv); /’ 
thus let e’ = $;l(Idc,) and e” = $;l(Id@. Then consider the composite map 
where i is given by i(f) = f Be’, f E CQ, and a being the functorial map of 16, IV $61. 
Recall from Section 1 S that we use diagonal action on HonlRLv(CN, C,), hence (3 
acts trivially on e’, hence i is an RG-isomorphism. ~1 is an RG-homomorphism as well, 
thus we get an induced map 
We claim that the’cap product with e = CY* i,(e”) in the iterated homology yields an 
isomorphism 
(e n -) : Hm(Q; Hn(N; A)) A HJQ; HO(N; Cs, A)) 
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for all left RG-modules A. This follows easily from the commutative diagram (26.2). 
(2.6.2) 
Again, the spectral sequence argument yields isomorphisms 
E : Hm(Q; H,(N; C)) s H,,(c; C), q : H”(Q; Hn(N; A)) s Hm +“(G; A) . 
But the cap product is compatible up to a sign with the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequences (cf. [ 1, Section 1.3]), hence with e and q. It follows that 
(g(e) n -) : Hn’m(G; A) + HO(G; CaR A) 
is an isomorphism for all left RG-modules A, i.e. k(e) fulfills the condition (ii) of 
Theorem 2.6.1. 
2.8. Remark. Groups of type (FP-n) are by no means rare. If G is a group admitting 
an Eilenberg-Ma&me complex K(G, 1) which is dominated by a finite CW-complex, 
then there is a finite G-projective resolution 9* Z, i.e., G is of type (FP) (cf. [3, 
Section 4.1];+ hence of type (FP-cd G) over Z. If G1 is a group of type (FP) and G, 
is an arbitrary group with cd G, < cd G,, then the free product G = Gl * C, is still 
of type (FP-cdG). This shows that groups of type (FP-n) need not be of type (FP) 
nor even finitely generated. 
3. Restriction and transfer 
3. I. Let S be a subgroup of an arbitrary group G. For left RG-modules M and A and 
a right RG-module B one has the usual restriction maps 
res : HomRC(M, A) + HomRs(M. A), car 1 B@RSM-*B@RC M. 
If we replace M by an RG-projective resolution 9-w R, we get (co)chain maps which 
induce the restriction homomorphisms 
res* : Hk(G; A) + Hk(S; A), COf, : Hk(s; B) + Hk(G; B) . 
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In this section we define analogous restriction maps for the groups (1 .l .l). This is, 
however, not possible in general. Thus let us assume that S has finite index in G. 
Then it is easy to see that the homomorphism 
y? : HOmRs(M, RS) %RS RG + HomRs(M, RG) 
of (1.2.1) is an isomorphism of right RG-modules. The inverse of q is given by 
where {ri) is a set of representatives of the cosets SX of G mod S and ni is the pro- 
jection RG ++ RS - ri 2 RS. We now have the commutative diagrams (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2). 
HomRG(% RG)sRG A k HomR,(%A) 
res@RQd I 
HomRs(‘y, RG) QPRG A
(3.1.1) Ip-l m~G.4 
I 
HOmRs(Y,RS)@RS RG@RG A 
rrs 
B@RS3 
$ 
’ HOmR#OmRs( 9, RS), B) 
(3.1.2) car 
1 
HomRG (s- I, B) 
HomRG(HOmRS(% RG), B) 
v 
HomRG (TeS, B) 
BsRG’ - HOmRG(HOm$(9’ RG), f?) . $J 
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Therefore we define the restriction maps 
(3.1.3) r* : hk(G; A) + hk(S; A), e, : h,(S; B) + hk(G; B) , 
to be induced by (q-l O res) 8 RG A and HomR&+ 0 res, B), respectively. This 
yields: 
3.1.4. Proposition. Let G be a group and S < G a subgroup of finite index. For all 
left RG-modules A and right RG-modules B one has commutative diagrams 
hk(G; A) ‘* + Hk(G; A) Hk(S; B) ‘* -3 hk(S; B) 
(3.1.5) r* 
I 
hk(S; 4 qp+ - Hk(S; A) 
3.1.6. Remark. It is not possible to define the homomorphisms (3.1.3) for an arbi- 
trary subgroup S < G; however, it is not necessary to assume finite index. We ac- 
tually need the induced homomorphisms Hk(q@RC A) and Hk(HornR&, B)) to be 
isomorphisms rather than the map 4 : HomR@, RS)eRs RG + Horn&‘?, RG) 
itself. (As we shall see in Section 4.1, this covers interesting situations beyond the 
finite index case.) One then has the more general definition 
I* =H k, ($@RG A) -I O H k 
(3.1.3) 
(reS @RG A), 
c* = Hk(HomRG(res, B)) ’ Hk(HOITIR&, B))-l 9 
3.2. Again let S be a subgroup of finite index in G. Recall that for left RG-modules 
M and A, and a right G-module B one has also the transfer homomorphisms 
COT : HOmRs(kf, A) + HOmRC(kf, A), res : BaRG M+BeRsM 
given by 
cor(f )(m) = CTr’f (rim), res(b B m) = c br;’ QP rim, 
fEkJmR,(M,A), mEM, bEB, 
where {ri} is a set of representatives of the Gosets SX of G mod S. If we replace M 
by an RG-projective resolution 9 *R we get (co)chain maps which induces the 
transjkr homomorphisms 
car* : Hk(S; A) -+ Hk(G; A), res, : Hk(G; B) +Hk(S; B) . 
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Again. it is easily checked that the dia am (3.2.1) pqd (3.2.2) are commutative 
Be,&? ’ * HomRc(HomRc( 9, RG), B) 
(3.2.2) res 
I Hom&cor,B) 
HomRG(HomRS( 9, RG), B) 
I 
HomR&.B) 
HomRG(HomRS( 9, RS) em RG B) 
Thus if we define the transfer homomorphisms 
(3.2.3) C+ : hk(S; A) + hk(G; A), r* : h,(G; B) -+ h&(S; B) 
\O be induced by the (&drain maps (COT 0~)cQ~ A and HomRG(cor 0 9, B), 
respwtivoly, this yields: 
3.2.4. Reposition. Let G be u gmup md S < G a subgroup of finite index. For al! 
left RG-modules A and right RG-modules B one has commutative diagrams 
hk(S; A) ‘* + Hk(S; A) H,(G; B) ‘* *h,(G;B) 
(3.2.5) c COP res, 
I I 
% 
hkWL9 q* - Hk(G;A) H#;BI 7 * 
h&Y; B) l 
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4. Groups with finite cohomology dimension and subgroups of finite index 
4.1. Let G be a group with finite cohomology dimension cdRG < n and S a subgroup 
of G. If either S has finite index in G or the group S fulfills the equivalent conditions 
(i)-(iv) of Theorem 2.6.1 (e.g., if S is of type (FP)) then, in particular, the homo- 
morphism p* : Hn(S; RS) @RS RG + Hn(S; RG) is an isomorphism. In this case the 
restriction maps (3.1.3)’ do exist for k = n, and, according to (1.3.1), are given by 
r* : H”(G;RGeR, A 
ES* RG A 
*H”(S;RG)@R,A “l@RGA,H”(S;RS)~RsA, 
(4.1 A) 
C* : ffOmRS(Hn(s; Rs), B) HomRG’vs*y B ’ HOq&H”(&!& RG),B) 
HOm&=*,B) 
) HomRG(Hn(G;RG),@. 
4.2. It is worthwhile considering the finite-index case in detail. If S is of finite index 
in G, there is a canonical isomorphism of right R&modules (cf. [3, Proposition 3.11) 
0 : Hk(S; RS)+ Hk(G; RG) . 
8 can be described explicitly as follows: Take an RG-projective resolution 9 + R 
and consider the cochain map 
8 : HOmRs( 2 RS) + HOmRG( 9, RG) 
given by 
‘(f l(P) =’ rr’ f CriP)Y f E HomRs( 9, RS), P E 9 9 
l r; i = 1, 2, . . . . d} being a set of representatives of the cosets SX of G mod S. recall 
furthermore that 0 is an RG-isomorphism if S is normal in G. Let us now identify 
the right modules C = H”(S; RS) and C = Hn(G; RG) in (4.1.1) via 0. This yields 
natural homomorphisms 
(4.2.1) r” : C“eRG A + C’~PRS A, c, : HOlllRs(C’ B) + HOm,,(C, B) 
for all left RG-modules A and right RG-modules B; we shall prove: 
4.2.2. Proposition. The homomorphisms (4.2.1) coincide with the transfer maps 
(as defined in Section 3.2); r” = res and c, = car. 
Roof. First we prove r* = res under the additional assumption that S be normal 
in G. For this one has to check that 
((q -’ rlr o res*) @RG A)@(C) ~a) = ccrrl QD ria = res(c B a) 
for all c E Hn(S; RS) and a E A, where {ri} stands for a set of representatives of the 
cosets SX of G mod S Indeed, let y E HomRs( 9, RS) be a cocycle representing c;
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then 
for all p E 2 Since S is normal in G, one has 
‘T’ y(rip) Yi = (y l ‘i) (p) ’ RS 
for all i, hence we get 
((6’ ’ res) @RG A) @ (7) sa) = c ~“ri@Ti~‘a. 
But since S is normal in G, (rr’} is a set of representatives of the cosets SX of G 
mod S as well, whence the assertion. 
If S is an arbitrary subgroup of finite index in G, then S contains a subgroup N 
which is normal and of finite index in G. In this situation consider the diagram (4.2.3). 
H’“(G; WC) 
res* 
k H”(S; RG) 
Hn(G; RG) 
res* 
rcs v/ t” \i 
Hn(G; RG)aR, RG 
= 
8-l eRs RG 
+ Hn(S;RS) @RS RG . 
Hn(G; RG) @RN RGk 
/ 
8-l sRNRG 
Hn(N; RN) @RN RG 
7 
(4.2.3) 
The top square and the left-hand side square are commutative by the functoriality of 
res” and res. The right-hand side square is commutative by Proposition 3.1.4. More- 
over, the assertion r” = res of Proposition 4 .2.2 which is already established for no~nzal 
subgroups yields the commutativity of inner and bottom square. Now, Lemma 4.24 
below, together with the fact that the horizontal maps of the bottom square are iso- 
morphisms, implies that r* is a monomorphism, and this is what we need to conclude 
that the outer square is also commutative. 
The assertions of Proposition 4.2.2 now follow by applying the functors - CQRG A 
and HOIIQG(-, B) to the outer square. 
Recall that an RG-module A is termed induced if it is of the form A = L @R RG, 
where L denotes an arbitrary R-module. In particular, every free RG-module is in- 
duced; thus it remains to prove: 
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42.4. Lemma. Let C be a group, S a subgroup of finite index in G and C a right 
RG-module. TheM the transfer mup 
res : C@RG A+CaR,A 
is a monomorphism for all induced RG-modules A. 
Proof. Let CO denote the R-module underlying C Then one has an isomorphism 
K : c@& ‘lPR RG) s (co @R L)@R R(G/S) , 
given by 
K(C@U@X)=CXcW4@&, cEC, uEL, xEG. 
In particular, 
CoRG(L CJR RG) s Co AR L. 
As a map, 
the transfer is given by 
K resK-1(c3u)=il(. res(c8u al) =K(Ccrr’*U *‘i) 
where cri> denotes a I it of coset representatives. This is obviously a monomorphism. 
4.3. We now turn to the dual of Proposition 4.2.2 which, however, is much easier to 
prove. Again, let G be a group of finite sohomology dimension cdRG < n and S a 
subgroup of finite index in G. Then the transfer maps (3.2.3) for k = n and under 
the isomorphisms (1.3.1) are given by 
C* I Hn(S; RS)aRS A % @RG A ) Hn(S; RG) @RG A 
car* BRG A 
~H”(G;RG)~RG A 
(4.3. a) 
Hom~~(Hn((? RG), B) HomRG(cO’*‘? HomRG(Hn(S;RC),B) 
HO*&& B 
) HomRs(fl(S; RS), s) 
Identifying C = Hn(S; RS) and C = Hn(G; RG) in (4.3.1) via 8 we get natural homo- 
morphisms 
(4.3.2) C* : CBRS A +C’@RG A, r* : HomR& B) + Hom,,(C, B) 
tix a11 left RG-modules A and right RGmodules B. 
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4.3.3. Proposition. The homomorphisms (4.3.2) coincide with the restriction maps 
c* = car and rrF = res. 
Roof. It is easily checked that one has 
( car+ 0 9, eRG A)@ @a) =0(c) aa, 
HomR&O’* O9,? B)(f) (4 =f(eW) 
for all c EfV(S; RS), a E A, andfE HomRG(Hn(G; RG), A), whence the assertion. 
4.4. Combining Proposition 4.2.2 and 4.3.3 with Proposition 3.2.4 and (3.1.3) yields 
the main results of the present section: 
4.4.1. Theorem. Let G be a group with finite cohomology dimension cd, G < n, let 
S be a subgroup of finite index in G and identify C = Hn(G; RG) and C = Hn(S; RS) 
via 8. Then one has commutative diagrams (4.4.2a) and (4.4.2b) 
c@RC A---=--+C~ A RS H,(s; B) 
car, 
-H,(W) 
(4.4.2a) 
(4.4.2b) 
p* I 
Hn(G; A) - Hn(S; A) 
res” 
HomR&B),;;;3HomRG(C'B) 
CB A&C@ RS RGA H,,(G;B) A HJS; B) 
I Q* 
Hn(S; A) -Hn(G;A) 
car 
HomR& B, 7 HOmRs(c B) 
for all left RG-modules A and right RG-modules B. 
4.4.3. Remark. Notice that Theorem 4.4.1 provides a complete description of the 
restriction and transfer homomorphisms in dimension  u here S is of type (FP-n). 
This will be used for duality groups in Section 5. Further applications concerning 
the cohornology of generalized free products and HNN-groups will he given in 151 
and 121. 
5. Duality groups over R 
5.1. 
efinition. A group G is said to be a duality group of dimension il over R if 
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there is a “dualizing right RG-module” Cand a “fundamental class” eE H,(cG; c) 
such that the cap product with e yields isomorphisms 
(5.1.2) (e R -) : Hk(G; A)& Hn_k(Gi Co, A) 
for every left RG-module A and all k E 2. As usual the R-module co, A is under- 
stood to be endowed with the diagonal G-module structure. 
In [3] duality groups over 2 have been investigated in view of their algebr&c and 
topological spects. Then it was shown in [4] that these groups atisfy always cer- 
tain finiteness conditions; and in [S] conditions for an amalgamated free product 
to be a duality group are discussed. Here, in the present section, we generalize the 
results of [3] over an arbitrary commutative ring R. Various of the previous argu- 
ments do not apply over R, but the results can be established using the techniques 
developed in the preceding sections. 
5.2. Immediate consequences. By the same arguments a used in [3, Section 1.21, 
the duality isornorphisms (5.1.2) yield immediately: 
5.2.1. Proposition. Let G be a duality group of dimension n over R and C its dualizing 
module. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) C z Hn(G; RG) as right RG-modules, 
(ii) CdRG = hdRG = n, 
(iii) H,(G; C) z R, 
(iv) for *every induced RG-module A = L 69 R RG one has Hk(G; A) = 0 if k # n 
and a natural isomorphism ff n(G; A ) Z C@R L. 
5.3. The fundamental class. Next we prove: 
5.3. I. Theorem. Let G be a duality group of dimension n over R, C its dualizing 
module and e E H,,(G; C) a fundamental class for G. Tken the @ -product with e 
yields an isomorphism 
(5.32) (e $ -) : HomRc(c R) + H,(G; 8) 
for everv rigth RG-module B. 
Roof. Any duality group fulfdls, in particular, condition (ii) of Proposition 5.2.1 9 
and hence Theorem 2.6.1 (iv)-(vi). Thus $* : I?,,(G; B) 3 HornRc;(c B) is an iso- 
morphism, and its inverse isgiven by the m-product with the element 
e, = $$(Idc) E H,(G; C). By Proposition 5.2.1 (iii) one has 
H,(G; C) 2 f-kMTIRG(C: C) S R , 
i.e., every RG-endomorphism of C is multiplication with an element r E R. $*(e) is 
an RG-automorphism, hence, in particukr, multiplication with an invertible lement 
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E E R. Thus e, = e-le is again a fundamental class for G. Now considering the com- 
posite map 
(e n-) 
(eO fi -) : HomRc(C B) *H&G; C 9 R Hom(C B)) @“)* + H&G; B) , 
we see that (ev), is an isomorphism; but 
for any fundamental c ass e for G. 0 
this implies that (e fi -) is an isomorphism 
Notice that we now know precisely which elements in H,JG; C) are fundamental 
classes for G. Moreover, Proposition 2.3.1 yields the following result: 
5.3.3. Proposition. Let G be a duaNty group of dimension n over R and C its dualizing 
module. Then the isomorphism H,(G; C) 2 R maps the set of fundamental classes for 
G onto the units of R. There is a canonical fundamental class e, E H,,(G ; C) which is 
defined by either of its foltowing properties: 
(i) (e, n -)RG = $,(e,) 62 HomR& C) is the identity map. 
(ii) (e, n -)A : Hn(G; A) + C’eRG A is the inverse of q$ for every left RG-mod- 
ule A. 
(iii) (e, fi -)B : HomRG(C B) + H,(c; B) is the inverse of 3/f for every right RG- 
module B. 
5.3.4. Remark. The n-product with an element e E H,(G; C) yields natural homo- 
morphisms 
(5.3.5) (e 0 -) : Hk(G; HOITIR(c, B)) + H,I k(G; B) - 
in each dimension k E 2 (diagonal G-action on HomR(C, B)). One can show that if 
e is a fundamental c ass for the duality group G over R, then the maps (5.3.5) are 
isomorphisms for all k E Z if and only if G is of type (FP) (over R) and C is projec- 
tive as an R-module, This and a further discussion of such “inverse duality” will ap- 
pear elsewhere. 
5.4. The dualizing module. In this subsection we show that the dualizing modules 
always have some special features. 
5.41. Theotern. The dualizing module C of a duality group G over A has the following 
properties : 
(i) C is a flat module over R, 
(ii) HOmR& c) 2 R, 
(iii) C is a finitely presented module over RG, 
(iv) Cadmits a finite RG-projective resolution 3) 3, C of length < cdR G + 1 (if 
C is R-projective of length = cd, G ).3 
’ SW thtt note d&xi in proof at tilt’ end of this paper. 
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Proof. Ii) Let L’ w L + L” be a short exact sequence of R-modules. Since RG is 
R-free. the sequence 
L’eR RG*LeR RG*L”eR RG 
is still exact and hence gives rise to the exact sequence 
tin-‘(G; L”as R RG) + Hn(G; L ‘@R RG)+H”(G;L@R RG)+Hn(G;L”~R RG)+O, 
where n = cdRG, By Proposition 52.1 (iv) we thus get the exact sequence 
O+C R L’+C@R L+C@R L”+O, 
i.e., Cis a flat module over R. 
(ii) is the combination of (5.3.2) for B = C and Proposition 5.2.1 (iii). 
The proofs of (iii) and (iv) carry over from [4]. 
5.4.2. Remark. Notice that if R is a principal-ideal domain, then 5.4.1 (ii) implies, 
in particular, that Cis not decomposable into a direct sum of nontrivial RG-modules. 
5.5. Sufficient conditions. Sufficient conditions for a group G to be a duality group 
(over Z) have been given in [3, Theorem 2.31. The arguments used there do apply 
over R. Moreover, we now may substitute the rather inconvenient condition (iv), 
which assumes the existence of a cap product isomorphism in the top dimension , 
by condition (iii) of Theorem 2.6.1. We thus get the following result: 
55.1. Theorem. The following conditions are (necessar.v and) sufficient for a group 
G to be a duality group of dimension n > 0: 
(i) cdF G is finite, 
(ii) H (G; F) = 0 for k f n and all free RG-modules F, 
(iii) C = Hn(G; RG) is flat as an R-module, 
(iv) the homomorphism q* : C@RG F* Hn(G; F) is an epimorphism for every 
flee RG-module F. 
5.5.2. Remarks. (1) The conditions 5.5.1 (ii) and (iii) may be substituted by the 
single condition 
(ii’) Hk(G; A) = 0 for k # n and all induced RG-modules A. 
Indeed (iv) implies 
p, : C’BRG A sHn(G; A) 
for all RG-modules A by Theorem 2.6.1, and from this together with (ii’) it follows, 
as shown in the proof of Theorem 5.4.1 (i), that C is flat as an R-module. 
(2) By Theorem 2.6.1 the condition 5.5.1 (iv) may be substituted by 
(iv’) G is of type (FP-n), over R, 
Theorem 5.5.1 is somewhat easier to deal with than the original Theorem 2.3 
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of [3]. We will use it, in particular, to prove the finite-index-extension theorem over 
an arbitrary ring R (Theorem 56.2) and to investigate amalgamated free products of 
duality groups which are not assumed to be of type (FP) (cf. [S, Section 51). 
5.6. Extension theorems. Here we generalize the extension theorems of [3, Section 31. 
We start with the following preliminary result: 
5.6.1. R?position. Let G be a duality group over R which is a normal subgroup of 
a group G and consider the diagonal action of c in the (co)homology of G with 
c-module coefficients. Then the duality isomorphisms (51.2) are RG-module iso- 
morphisms. 
Roof. By Theorem 5.4.1 (ii) the endomorphisms of the dualizing module C are just 
the multiplications with elements r E R, hence the diagonal action of G on 
HomRG(c, c) is trivial. Since the isomorphism 
$* : H,(G; c) + Hon$G(c, c), n = Cd, G , 
is compatible with the G-module structure, it follows that H,,(G; C) is a trivial 
G-module. Now let A be an RG-module and choose any fundamental class e E H,,(G; C) 
for G. Then one has for all f E Hk(G; A) and X E G, 
(enf)F=eZnjX=enfX, 
as asserted. 0
The arguments used to prove [3, Theorem 3.51 hold over an arbitrary ring R. 
Thus, if G is a duality group of dimension n over R, so is any subgroup S of finite 
index in G. In order to state the converse we recall the following terminology: If 
the order of every element of a group G is infinite or invertible in R, then we say 
that G has no R-torsion. Recall further that any group of finite (co)homology dimen- 
sion over R has no R-torsion. 
5.6.2. Theorem. Let G be a group having no R-torsion and S a subgroup of finite 
index in G. If S is a duality group of dimension n over R, so is G. 
Proof. Since S contains a subgroup N which is normal in G and of finite index, 
hence is a duality group of dimension over R by the above, it is sufficient to prove 
the assertion in the case where S = Iv is a normal subgroup, i.e. for an exact sequence 
Iv * G * Q, where Q is a finite group and IV a duality group of dimension II over R. 
We will check that G fulfills the conditions of Theorem 5.5.1. Condition (iii) is 
fulfilled since Hn(G; RG) z Hn(N, RN). By [9, Th6orsme 1 ] we have cdR G < n, 
hence (i). As for (ii), let F be a free RG-module; it is also free as an RN-module, 
hence Hk(N, F) = 0 for k # n. From the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral se- 
quence for NJ+ G + Q it now easily follows that Hk(G; F) = 0 for k < n. 
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It remains to prove (iv). Again, let F be a free RG-module. Then F 2 L @R RG, 
where L is a free R-module. Now, Theorem 4.4.1 yields the commutative diagram 
‘@RG F 
res 
+ ‘@RN F 
(5.6.3) q,. 
I I 
%N 
Hn(G;fl ----+P(N,F) . 
res* 
Recall that one has 
'@RG 
F~C,~PR L, CaRN FE (C,B R L)B, RQ p 
Co being the underlying R-module of C, and the transfer homomorphism res is 
given by 
res(ca k)= c c@ k@x, 
=Q 
CEC,, kEL. 
This shows that res maps C’aRG F isomorphically onto the invariant part of C’eRNF 
under the diagonal action of Q. On the other hand one has Hk(N; F) = 0 for k f n, 
hence the Lyndon-Hochaschild-Serre spectral sequence collapses and thus shows 
that res” maps Hn(G; F) isomorphically onto the invariant part of Hn(N; F) under Q- 
But p*N is an RG-isomorphism by Proposition 5.6.1, hence 9,~ = (reS*)-l O p*N o res 
is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
The second extension theorem corresponding to [3, Theorem 3.51 can be proved 
using the original arguments. One might have to look more carefully for a fundamen- 
tal class over R, but this has already been done in Theorem 2.7.1. Thus we state 
simply the result: 
5.16.4. Theorem. Let N * G* Q be a short exact sequence of groups. If N and Q 
are duality groups over R of dimension n and m, respectively, then G is a duality 
group of dimension m + n over R. Moreover, one has an RG-isomorphism 
Hm+n(G; RG) z H”(Q; RQ) @R Hn(N; RN). 
5.7. Further remarks. The proof of [3, Theorem 4.61 carries over; thus we have: 
5.7.1. Theorem. All duality groups over R are finitely generated. 
Now, if the dimension of a duality group G over R is > 1, then Proposition 5.2.l(iv) 
with A = RG and k = 1 yields H1(G; RG) = 0. As G is finitely generated, this implies 
that G has one end (cf. [7, Theorem 4.51). 
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5.7.2. Proposition. A duality group G over R of dimension > 1 has one cr~.L 
Because of the presence of torsion elements, the structure of duality groups 
over arbitrary rings may be considerably more complicated than over 2, even in 
dimension 0 and 1. 
57.3. Proposition. The duality groups of dimension 0 over R are just all finite 
groups G the order of which is a unit in R. t 
Roof. For a duality group G of dimension 0 over R one has 
C= H’(G; RG) = RGG f 0, 
hence G is finite and C = R with trivial G-action. Since cd,G is finite G has no 
R-torsion, hence IGi is invertible in R. Conversely, any finite group G with IG 1 in- 
‘vertible in R has cohomology dimension 0 and is of type (FP) over R, whence is 
a duality group. Cl 
5.7.4. Remark. Notice that all duality groups of dimension 0 over R are orientable 
Poincare’duality groups. A duality group of dimension n over R is termed a Poincare’ 
duality group over R (cf. [ 1, Section 3.21) if its dualizing module C is z R with al- 
most trivial G-action (i.e. cx = +x for all c E C and x E G), the orientable Poincare’ 
duality groups being those where C is the trivial RG-module R. 
Note added in proof 
It was recently proved by K.S. Brown and by R. Strebel that duality groups arc 
necessarily of type (FP). This yields a new proof of Theorem 5.6.2 and a slightly 
stronger version of Theorem 54.1 (iv). 
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